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• Find Your A+ Trades
• YTC Price Action Trader - Feedback
• Clues to a Change of Environment or Structure
•
•Hi Traders,
•
•I was prompted by some great feedback to last week's article, to explore this theme one
more time. Because within this recent topic is the key that may just take your trading to
new levels.
•
•Let me know if it does!
•
•Happy trading,
•
•Lance Beggs.
•
Find Your A+ Trades
Let's continue this recent theme...
• Focus on the areas of the market structure that jump out at you. The sequences that are
so obvious, so easy, that you'd be kicking yourself if you missed the trade.
• Identify them. Study them. Learn from them.
• And then trade ONLY them... until you've got a proven edge.
•
•These are potentially your A+ Trades. The ones you will aim to master.
•
•In last weeks article, I shared what I consider to be one of my A+ trades - http://
yourtradingcoach.com/trading-process-and-strategy/focus-on-catching-these-trades-first/
•
•This was followed up with a social media post on Tuesday, comparing the trade sequence
from that article with another from a previous article.
•
•Note the similarity...

The key point, repeated for emphasis:
These trades come easy to me. The ones that come easy to you might differ from this. Your
job is to find YOUR OWN A+ opportunity and get to know it in detail. There are more
trades coming soon. You need to be ready.

Do you want another one?

Note again how similar it looks in structure to the prior two trades. Your favourite trades will all
share similar qualities.
And this first pullback after a change in structure IS one of my favourites.
It might not be one of your favourites. And that's fine. The idea is not that you should start
trading these setups.
You need to find your own.
• Focus on the areas of the market structure that jump out at you. The sequences that are so
obvious, so easy, that you'd be kicking yourself if you missed the trade.
• Identify them. Study them. Learn from them.
• And then trade ONLY them... until you've got a proven edge.
•
•If you're struggling, then please note that this could be the key insight you need.
•
•I received some great feedback from a YTC reader, TK, in response to last weeks article.
Here's an excerpt from his email:
•
•Hi Lance,
•
•I just wanted to thank you for the last Friday's article and let you know that I find articles
on this theme of great value.
•
•This is exactly what makes all the difference for me. The shift in mindset that made me
focus on the moves that I find obvious and easy has greatly improved my trading. I

regularly come back to the article "Focus on the obvious moves first" that was the first
article that made me review my trading and think about whether I take mostly the
obvious trades or not. This has helped me to get rid of many marginal trades.

•
•Last week's article reinforced this practice for me. I think that this may be a key thing that
developing traders need to focus on. If I may, I would suggest that you follow up with
more articles like this, that would be great.
•
•
•This is the article he referred to, as being originally responsible for the new and better
understanding - http://yourtradingcoach.com/trading-process-and-strategy/focus-on-theobvious-moves-first/
•
•Be sure to read it.
•
•Why?
•
•Repeating the key point from the email: "This is exactly what makes all the difference for
me. The shift in mindset that made me focus on the moves that I find obvious and
easy has greatly improved my trading."
•
•Could this be the difference you need as well?
•
•Happy trading,
•
•Lance Beggs
•
•

